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Liam Neeson, well known in the western world, is the celebrated Irish actor of action movies many 
of which pivot on the subject of revenge. He is comfortable being in the public eye but perhaps 
less so now. It was whilst he was on the campaign trail on US television for his latest movie Cold 
Pursuit, about revenge for the death of his son due to a drug overdose, that he made a startling 
confession. He confessed to being so enraged some forty years ago at the rape of a friend, by a 
black man, he set out wanting to “kill a black man”.  He brandished a cosh for over a week hoping 
to find a victim to pick on and start a fight. Neeson expressed great shame as to his feelings, at the 
time, but defended his racially fuelled animosity as a “primal response”.   
 
The reaction to Neeson was swift with social media backlash coinciding with his movie flopping at 
the box office. He was predictably labelled a ‘racist’. Whilst this is uncalled for, his remarks warrant 
examination. His anger may indeed have been ‘primal’ in intensity. Nonetheless, psychologist 
Ching-Yu Hang argues persuasively that Neeson’s response has its origins in socially and culturally 
modified bias toward blacks (The Conversation, Feb 9). In that context, it is not surprising to read 
commentary highlighting the stereotyping of black men as threatening. Many have died at the 
hands of police over reacting to an imaginary threat. There is another component to this too. 
Neeson invoked racial history of the lynching of black men for engaging in sexual relations with 
white women. The injustice of false accusation was eloquently portrayed in To Kill a Mockingbird.    
 
Neeson, intriguingly, sought to draw on his exposure to violence derived from resistance to British 
occupation in Northern Ireland in order to explain his bigotry. Whilst racism generally applies to 
racial or ethnic communities, he was quite within his rights to expand on this. Some people, Irish 
and Jewish for example, know deep within the gut-crawl of racial oppression and how this can be 
externalised through violence toward others or internalised through violence toward the self. For 
Neeson, violence was the norm. I suspect, though, that his explanation rankled in some quarters 
as if racism can only ever be the experience of the racial or ethnic ‘Other’. This is not to suggest 
that all racisms are the same: they are not. That said, Neeson importantly alluded to the need for 
taking into account historical context given that all utterances occur in a social and cultural milieu.  
 
Neeson has transitioned from a troubled youth to a world of (white) privilege, acceptance, and 
belonging. Being at ease, he slipped into subject matter, few dare to tread, the muddy waters of 
racism. He walked the tightrope: the fine line between tolerance and intolerance, getting it right 
and getting it wrong on the trickiest subject of all. It seems to me he spoke despairingly about his 
younger self. He spoke thoughtfully not hastily. Michelle Rodriguez did the latter. She tried to 
defend Neeson with her remark that he can’t be ‘racist’ because he used his tongue when kissing 
his black co-star Viola Davis in their 2018 movie Widows.  This is absurd but amply demonstrates 
how easy it is to misunderstand race and racism. Rodriguez soon apologised for her blunder.    
 
Neeson showed courage admitting to his revenge fantasy to kill in lieu of the “black bastard” who 
raped his friend. A shocking admission, Neeson was clearly able to compose himself given that he 
did not take the life of an innocent. If anything, he has shown remorse and horror at being capable 
of such thinking. This was not a boast, it was a confession to a shocking fantasy. He owned his 
bigotry, in other words. Something few ever do. 



His admission to thoughts of depravity ought not be condemned.  This is not to defend Neeson: 
there is nothing pleasant in reading of his desire to kill a black man. Far more dangerous, though, 
is to be silent, only to turn on an unrecognised trigger, and descend into an uncontrolled outburst 
of violence that can never be taken back.  Damage done.   
 
Truth is freeing not threatening.  Admission of racial bias is not dangerous so long as it is 
confronted and reconciled. Conceivably, this is what Neeson was actually doing caught up as he 
was, at the time, in discussion on revenge. His was not a prepared speech – now that would be a 
real problem to get serious about – it was off the cuff.      
 
The real racism, one ought to be up in arms about, is the fact that blacks continue to die 
disproportionately at the hands of authority. Protest not an unsolicited remark but rather listen 
with an open heart to the appeal of Black Lives Matter. The celebrated director Spike Like is 
reported to have observed that he would think twice about hiring Neeson, which is somewhat 
surprising since Lee has built a career on extrapolating the subtleties and complexities of race and 
racism in his films. Lee could show grace toward Neeson by extending him an opportunity to 
redeem himself through humility of performance much like he did in Schindler’s List.       
 
In admitting to abhorrent fantasy of wanting to “kill a black man” Neeson appears to have 
unleashed the modern-day dogs of war – the keyboard warriors – labelling him a ‘racist’ and calling 
for his banishment from the movie industry. He has been judged for his misjudgement which had 
less to do with revenge fantasy than with underestimating the rising tide of intolerance beneath 
the taboos of race and racism. He is not alone. Most people misunderstand race and racism.         
 
Race is a social construct to explain human variance in biology or physiology. Race is not a problem 
so long as it is not used to explain away racial inequalities or justify discrimination of people on 
the basis of race. It can even be a bit of a problem to talk up race because to insist that blacks are 
racially advantaged in sport, for example. Racism of good intentions does not take into account 
individual effort to succeed. Nor, importantly, of studies of positional segregation in the US 
showing for some time now that blacks are located disproportionately, in team sports, in reactive 
positions requiring bursts of speed whereas whites are primarily located in leadership positions. 
 
Racism is hardly spoken of nowadays unless when labelling an individual ‘racist’. But rarely does 
anyone say what they mean by the ‘racist’? A racist what? Is this a permanent thing or something 
that is fleeting? Where does it come from? Is there a difference? Gordon Allport answered this 
question exceptionally well distinguishing thought from deed in The Nature of Prejudice.   
 
Does the so-called ‘racist’ exist independent of society and, if so, how can that be the case? It goes 
without saying that race and racism are stigmatised which helps explain why reaction is typically 
intense. That being said, the rush to label, to make personal, is curious. Time to move away from 
this: to listen and to withhold until such time as to reply is respectful or considerate.     
 
In some respects, we reach for what is available. In a post-racial world of equal opportunity, the 
notion of racism is no longer seen to exist. The reality beneath opportunity is that too few get to 
succeed. Furthermore, racism is must harder to see now. Overt racism as it once was when racial 
segregation ruled in South Africa or in parts of the US is fairly straight forward. Over looked is 
covert racism, of disregard, as Patricia Williams tells in her grand polemic The Alchemy of Race 



and Rights. Racism is not always intentional. It is often unintentional, unconscious: done out of 
neglect, by turning a blind eye to the distress or denigration of the racial ‘Other’.  
 
Key board warriors are disinterested by truth. Their rhetoric of the ‘racist’ conforms to the status 
quo of labelling, intolerance and denunciation of those who speak of human frailty.  
      
Neeson trades in fantasy for a living. He must now surely appreciate the danger of speaking up on 
prejudice, even of a young angry man of long ago. To those who label: it is easy to rise to 
indignation. Easy to judge from entitlement, from a position of anonymity. Easy not having to think 
measurably. Easy to render fantasy punishable. Far easier to label than to face up to the uneasy 
reality of human capacity for hatred. So much harder to admit to unbecoming thoughts, as Neeson 
did. So much harder to listen and to understand the origins of his thinking. So much harder to 
respond thoughtfully and respectfully. Retribution is not the answer. Compassion and 
reconciliation are. Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner? 
 
 


